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In Part II of this report we examined the farm-level aspects of
inefficiency in Hungary’s livestock sector. In this section we
analyze the livestock economy from a more macro-economic per-
spective, the effects of price and trade policies, and how meat
prices are set in accordance with the goals of the meat pricing
authorities. We then discuss the international markets for Hun-
gary’s meat products, and show how dependent is Hungary’s meat
trade on the Soviet Union.

A. Price Policies for Meat and Livestock

Economic reforms in Hungary have been widely publicized, but
these reforms of the pricing and distribution systems have had
only a limited impact on meat prices, and animal products are
still largely subject to an administered pricing system. A re-
view of the price reforms since 1968 shows the extent to which
meat pricing has lagged behind other price reforms in Hungary.
Before 1968, prices played only a limited role in the economy.
They were mainly a device for recording transactions, rather
than a reflection of relative scarcities of goods and services.
One of the major goals of the 1968 reforms was to make prices
more accurately reflect actual market demands and scarcities,
but even after 1968 about 70 percent of consumer goods’ and
30 percent of producer goods’ prices remained tightly controlled.
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the Institute of Current World Affairs. Parts I and II of the report on
Eastern Europe’s livestock economies covered the general livestock situation
in Eastern Europe and the Hungarian livestock production s.ituation, respect-
ively.
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In the mid-1970’s a recentralization movement halted further
price reforms, but by 1979-1980 there was a renewal of the
reform movement. To promote efficiency in input usage, pro-
ducer prices were linked more closely to international prices,
and greater emphasis was placed on profitability as a per-
formance indicator. By 1980 the proportion of so-called
"freely established" producer and consumer prices had in-
creased to 67 percent and 55 percent respectively.2Much of
the extensive literature on Hungary’s price reform refers to
these so-called "free prices". It is important to note, how-
ever, that these are not freely changing prices subject to
the discretion of the enterprise and what the market will bear.
In most cases, before these "free prices" can be changed, the
proposed changes must be reviewed by the relevant ministry and
the prices office. This process can take months and may not,
in the end, even be successful.

The reform also included breaking up the trusts, monopoly or-
ganizations that centralize the control of all enterprises
(firms), in particular industries. A trust directs the finan-
cial, economic and legal activities of all its subordinate
enterprises under the direction of a ministry. The trust al-
so organizes the supply of inputs to its member enterprises
and takes care of all their domestic marketing and foreign
trade3. In most cases the trust follows the practice of
pooling and redistributing the profits of its member enter-
prises.

One reason for the elimination of the trusts was that this
"levelling" of profits, aimed at helping those enterprises
with lower productivity, was detrimental to enterprise ef-
ficiency and initiative4.

From 1980-1984 all but three of the original 10 trusts in the
food industry were eliminated. The seven eliminated were in
poultry, canned food, sugar, tobacco, and in beer, wine, and
spirits. The three trusts that remain are the grain milling,
dairy, and meat industries.

The Livestock and Meat Trust

The livestock and meat trust is, and was, the largest of the
food industry trusts5. It now has 19 member enterprises, em-
ploying 36,000 people in its slaughterhouses and processing
plants. Ninety percent of the beef and 57 percent of the pork
produced in Hungary is processed and marketed by the trust. The
remaining pork is either home-slaughtered (20 percent),
slaughtered by the large-scale farms (20 percent), or processed
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by a joint enterprise that is controlled by the trust (3 per-
cent). Since the trust also buys for further processing about
one third of the total slaughter of the large-scale farms, and
since the bulk of home-slaughtered pork is also consumed at
home, the trust actually controls much more than 57 percent of
the pork moving through marketing channels the proportion
is closer to 80 percent.

The operations of the meat trust illustrate just how little
impact the recent price reforms have had on the meat and
livestock sector. Livestock and meat prices are still strictly
set by the government. The government sets the prices at which
the enterprises belonging to the trust can contract to buy
cattle, pigs, or raw pork for processing. Other contract
prices are forbidden6. The enterprises may buy cattle and
pigs without contracts, as for example when supplies are short
but they are still constrained to pay a certain minimum price
set by the government, although both parties may agree on a
price higher than the minimum. Theoretically too, the enter-
prises may buy their animals for slaughter from any source,
but effectively their purchasing area is limited to the farms
in the surrounding region with which they have contracts.

Political as well as economic considerations determine the
level of meat and livestock prices. Each year representatives
of the Ministry of Agriculture, the Finance Ministry, the
Planning Office, the Office of Prices, the Interior Ministry
and the Foreign Ministry meet to set price levels (i.e. increases)
for the following year. Once the general price increase for
beef, pork and so forth has been set, the prices for specific
quality grades are worked out later at lower levels. Although
the meat trust does not participate directly in the price ne-
gotiations, it is very active in providing recommendations
along with representatives of the large-scale farms and con-
sumer cooperatives7

In these negotiations, producer organizations try to protect
producer incomes and insure that prices are sufficient to
cover average production costs and allow for some profit. Since
the large-scale farms effectively represent all producers in
making price recommendations, the average production costs
of large-scale farms are the most important factor taken into
consideration in setting prices. This means that farms that
are more efficient, with lower production costs than those
prevailing on the average large-scale farm, benefit from this
pricing system. In particular, the small-scale producers, with
their lower capital and labour costs, are able to capture higher-
than-average profits8. For this reason, small-scale livestock
production is flourishing.
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Small-scale pig producers have done particularly well under
this system. Currently (1984) the basic producer price for
pigs is 35 forints per kilo of live weight (average for a
95 to IO5-kilo pig) and because large-scale farms produce
higher quality pigs with less fat, they get a quality premium
of 3 forints per kilo, as well as a quantity premium of
I forint. If small-scale farms sell their pigs to a large-
scale farm rather than on the open market, they also get the
I forint volume premium, plus by long-term contracting, they
can get an additional 1.5 to 2.5 forinsper kilo as a con-
tract premium9. Thus as of 1984 there was little difference
between the producer prices paid to large- and small-scale
farms for pigs, and the system was relatively favorable to
low-cost, small-scale producers.

Planned changes in the pricing system, however, may eliminate
some of these advantages that small-scale producers have en-
joyed. According to a director of the meat trust, the price
system will change next year and will discount more heavily
the lower quality, fatter meat. This is part of a plan to
bring Hungarian pork up to hard-currency export standards.
One effect of this change will be to favor the large-scale
producers.

Although the meat trust is not unsympathetic to the goal of
protecting producer incomes, its primary goals are to guaran-
tee an adequate domestic supply of meat and earn as much fo-
reign exchange as possible from exports. It also has a unique
function in the economy, in that it is responsible for sta-
bilizing the market for meat. It does so by guaranteeing,
through its member enterprises, to buy all the cattle and pigs
the producers offer for sale at the officially fixed prices.
The trust thus absorbs the risk of marketing for Hungarian
livestock producers. Establishing a guaranteed market at fixed
prices has eliminated, at least in pork production, the cyc-
lical swings in production that are normally encountered in
market economies.

The trust markets its live animals, meat and meat products
through three major channels: (I) sales to retail food stores
and institutional kitchens, (2) sales to domestic meat pro-
cessing industries outside the trust, and (3) export sales,
which account for 40 percent of the trust’s total volume. Thus
60 percent of the trust’s sales are on the domestic market,
through the first two channels. Like the prices the trust pays
to producers, the prices at which it can sell meat to consumers
on the domestic market are also fixed by the state. Consumer
meat prices are set by the same cabinet-level committee that
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establishes producer prices. The objectives then of the con-
sumer price regulation are to protect consumer budgets and
maintain acquiescence with the existing economic system and
political order.

By assuming the marketing and sales responsibility for most
of the meat in Hungary within this price regulation system,
the trust incurs certain risks. Neither producer nor con-
sumer prices automatically adjust to bring domestic meat
supply and demand into equilibrium, so bringing the market
into equilibrium is the task of the meat trust. When farm-
ers produce and sell to the trust too much meat at the
fixed producer prices, relative to the amount that can be
sold on the domestic market at the fixed consumer prices,
the trust must find external markets to dispose of its ex-
cess stocks. The trust therefore absorbs for producers the
risks of price instability and price declines on the world
market. Without recourse to the state budget, the trust
would not be able to absorb these risks.

The trust maintains its own risk fund, usually amounting to
three percent of its total annual turnover, or about 10-20 per-
cent of its total export turnover. This fund is built up by
contributions from the member enterprises of the trust in years
of rising international meat prices and drawn down in years of
falling prices. The real insurance against international price
risk, however, comes from the state, through a so-called
"intervention fund".

Since 1981, the export prices for Hungary’ s livestock, meat, and
meat products have declined sharply. According to the economic
director of the meat trust, although approximately 40 percent
of the decline was compensated by changes in the exchange rate,
most of the price drop had to be covered by the trust. Because
the trust’s own risk fund was depleted after the first year of
the price decline, since 1982 the trust has had to tap heavily
the state’s intervention fund. However, since the trust has to
compete with other enterprises for intervention funds, the
trust was reluctant to give us any information on the amounts it
obtained from the state.

Effects of Price Policies on consumption

Meat pricing and distribution in Hungary thus continues to be
highly centralized. Under such a centralized system, the effects
of price policies on poduction, consumption and trade are a
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good indication of the implicit goals of policy makers. In
many cases, these effects are a better guide than official-
ly published statements about policy would be.

Consumer price policy has been aimed primarily at keeping
meat prices low enough to allow consumption to increase at
a fairly steady rate. Undoubtedly this is politically moti-
vated, since consumers in Hungary, as in other East European
countries, tend to judge their economic well-being by the
amount of meat and animal products they consume. Table I
shows that the state kept retail meat and milk prices low
and stable throughout the 1970’s (in 1983, for example,
42 forints I US dollar). Only in the latter part of the decade
were the prices increased, and since then, the state has tried
to keep the prices stable at their new higher level. Milk
prices have hardly changed since 1975.

Consumers responded by greatly increasing their consumption of
meat (see Table 2) from 57.6 kilograms per capita in 1970 to
75.6 kilograms in 1983 a 31.3 percent increase. The largest
part of this increase was due to the 45 percent growth in per
capita pork consumption. Poultry and milk consumption also in-
creased substantially, especially milk consumption, which went
up by 45 percent. Beef consumption, however, decreased, falling
by 17.8 percent.

Because it fixes consumer prices for most meats, milk and milk
products below actual costs, the state is only able to main-
tain these low price levels by heavy consumer price subsidies IO.
State consumer price subsidies on beef and pork in 1982 amounted
to 34 percent and 22 percent, respectively. Processed meat pro-
ducts received subsidies ranging from 23 percent to 33 percent
of the price. The highest consumer price subsidies, however, go
to milk and milk products, ranging from 33 percent to 96 per-
cent of the price. In 1982, the state spent 15 billion forints
subsidizing the prices of these and other foodstuffs. 11 This
means about 3 percent of the state’s total budget is spent on
consumer food subsidies, or to put it another way, it is about
2 billion forints more than the amount spent on the police and
court systems combined. 12

Effects of Price Policies on Production

Most other socialist countries that maintain artificially low
food prices also experience chronic meat and milk shortages.
But in Hungary, such shortages are rare. This is because the



Table 1

Consumer Prices of .Principal Animal Products..

Pork Pork Beef Chicken
Spare Rib Leg with- Roast Meat Dram,

out bone Pre-cooled
(Fts/kg) (Fts/kg) (Fts/kg) (Fts/kg)

Milk
2.8 % fat

(Fts/liter)

1970 34 39 30 37 3.6

1975 34 39 30 37

1980 60 78 56 45 6.0

1981 68 90 62 50

1982 68 90 62 50

1983 68 90 62 49.9

Source: Statis..t.ical Pocket Boo of Hun@ary, Statistical Publishing

House, Budapest, various years.
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Table 2

Per Capita Consumption of Animal Products

1 970 1975 1980 1981 1982 1983

Meats, total (kg)

Pork (kg)

Beef (kg)

57.6 70.5 71.7 72.0 74.5 75.6

29.8 41 4 40.2 40. I 40.8 43.2

10.1 7.4 9.6 9.4 9.3 8.3

PouI (kg) 14.2 15.2 18.O 18.7 20.2 19.8

Milk and
milk products
(liters) 109.6 125.O 166.1 172.O 174.4 180.9

Source: Vrga, Gyula, M. Nemeti, and T. jhelyi, "Policies of Animal

Husbandry and Meat Production in Hungary", Agrrgazdasgi

Kutat6 Intzet, Bulletin No. 52, p. 124, and Statisztikai

vk6nyv, Kzpcti Statisztikai Hivtal, Budapest, various

years
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state’s producer prices for meat and milk offer adequate
incentives to producers. (The consumer price subsidy covers
the difference between the higher price the state pays the
producer and the lower price at which it sells to consumers.)
Since producer prices are the result of policy initiative
rather than the result of market equilibrium, the policy
goals of the state are directly reflected by production
trends. And there is little doubt that the state has en-
couraged pig production more than cattle production.

Table 3 shows the production of cattle, pigs for slaughter,
and milk from 1975 to 1980-83. Pig production increased sub-
stantially since 1975-- by 28 percent, while slaughter cattle
production declined by 15 percent. Part of the reason for this
divergence is apparent in Table 4, which shows the trend in
the average prices paid to producers. The state raised the
price paid to pig producers from 24.34 forints per kilogram
in 1975 to 37.85 forints per kilogram in 1983, a 55 percent in-
crease. Prices for slaughter cattle, however, went up by only
33 percent.

Both large- and small-scale producers of pigs benefitted from
these relatively high prices. Small-scale producers, with low
fixed labor and capital costscovered their production expenses
and made a profit. By using their own part-time labor and al-
ready available animal housing, small-scale farmers could pro-
duce pigs more efficiently than many of the large-scale farms.
The resulting increase in the domestic supply of pork required
relatively few scarce resources (i.e. labor and capital on the
small-scale farms)and so was beneficial to both domestic con-
sumers and the state as an exporter.

Large-scale farms also benefitted from these prices. With as-
sured prices, they were able to introduce new feeding and keep-
ing technologies that allowed mass production of pigs. Al-
though production costs on the large-scale farms remain higher
than on the small-scale farms, total large-scale pig produc-
tion has increased at the same rate as on the small-scale farms.
The proportion of total pigs raised by the large-scale farms
has remained constant since 1975. The effect, therefore, of the
state’s producer price policies has been scale-neutral in pig
production, i.e. the effect of these policies has been equally
favorable for both large- and small-scale farms.

In the beef-cattle and dairy sectors, however, prices explain
only part of the trends. Beef cattle prices have increased less
rapidly than have pig prices, and this has contributed to stag-
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Table 3

Production over Time of Cattle, Pigs, and Milk

Slaughter Cattle
(1,0OO tons)

Slaughter Pigs
(I,000 tons)

Milk
(I,000 liters)

1 975 378,6 I ,072. I I ,820.3

1 980 328.8 I 177 8 2,544 6

1981 318.3 I ,183.1 2,677.7

1982 335.7 I ,219.7 2,738.7

1 983 322.9 1 368.1 2,806.5

Source: Mezgazdasgi Statisztikai yknyv, Kzponti

Statisztikai Hivtal, Budapest, various years.
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Table 4

Avera@e. State Produ.cer Price.s

Cattle for Pigs for Cow’s Milk
Slaughter Slaughter
(Fts/kg) (Fts/kg) (Fts/liter)

1975 31 .94 24.34 5.51

980 38.07 33.27 6.21

1 981 40.88 36.20 6.18

1 982 41 43 36.46 6.17

1983 42.52 37.85 6.67

Source: Statisztikai Evknyv, Kzponti Statisztikai Hiv&tal,

Budapest, various years.
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nation in beef cattle production. However, the 15 percent
production decline since 1975, shown in Table 3, is due to
other production policies apart from prices. The key factor
was the dairy herd breed improvement program initiated by
the state in the early 1970’s. This program, which included
heavy investment, input, and production subsidies, encouraged
large-scale farms to shift from a mixed meat/milk cattle
breed to a specialized dairy breed that is ill-suited to
beef production. It is to this shift in technology that much
of the stagnation and decline in beef cattle production can
be attributed.

The positive consequence of this technology shift was that
despite a relatively modest increase of 21 percent in producer
milk prices, milk production from 1975-1983 increased drama-
tically- by 54 percent. Because of the steady increases in
yields that could be obtained with a specialized dairy breed,
large-scale dairy farms were able to increase their incomes
by raising yields rather than relying solely on higher prices.

Effects of price ..Policies on Exportable.. Surplus.

A major effect of Hungary’s meat price policies since 1975 has
been the achievement of a meat and livestock surplus that could
be exported for hard currency. This was true primarily for live
pig a-nd pork exports, rather than for beef. Since the outlook
for cattle exports appeared limited, and the prospect for ex-
ports of pork for dollars to the Soviet Union looked promising,
raising producer prices to increase the output of pork made the
most sense.

Table 5 shows the increases in total exports of animals for
slaughter, and for carcass beef and pork meat. Clearly, total
exports of both pigs and pork have increased dramatically. Even
more significant however is that the proportion of the total
production going for export has been increasing. This can be cal-
culated by converting exports of slaughtered pork to live
weight equivalent and adding that to the total exports of pigs
for slaughter. The results show that, while only 9 percent of
the production was exported in 1975, 23 percent was exported in
1983. Producer price incentives have thus added more to the
surplus available for export than to the supply available for
domestic consumption. A similar calculation shows that beef
and cattle exports, as a percentage of total production, re-
mained the same from 1975 to 1983 slightly less than one half
of production was exported throughout this period. It is obvious
that, while beef remains an important export product, it has
been increasingly supplanted by pork.
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Table 5

Exports of Liv..estock and Meat over. Time

Slaughter Slaughter Beef and Pork
Cattle Pigs Veal

(I,000 tons) (I,000 tons) (I,000 tons) (I ,000 tons)

1975 105.0 19.8 57 39

1980 64.6 56.1 49 92

1981 73.7 59.7 49 83

1982 93.1 69.0 50 118

1983 99.8 62.7 45 130

Sources: For .slaughter cattle and pig exports: Mezazdasgi Statiszti-
kai Evknyv, Kzponti Statisztikai Hivtal, Budapes{, arious
years

For ca{.cass weight beef, veal and pork meat exports: Statisz-
tikai Evknyv, K6zponti Statisztikai Hivtal, Budapest,
various years.
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summary o.f. Price Policy Effects

The effects of meat and milk price policies on production,
consumption, and exportable surpluses show that price poli-
cy has had several goals. Chief among these was to secure
an adequate supply of meat and milk products for consumers.
This was achieved by providing adequate price incentives to
producers and giving them an assured market with no risk of
falling prices. A secondary goal was to maximize foreign ex-
change earnings from meat exports, and encouraging pig pro-
duction rather than cattle production was the easiest means
to achieve this goal during the past decade. Expanding pig
production was the least expensive option, allowing the
state to tap the potential of small-scale producers and make
use of the well-known and easily available modern technology
of large-scale pig production. Once the farms had converted
to a breed of dairy cattle that was unsuitable for quality
beef production, expansion of beef cattle did not have a
strong case, especially given the limited markets for beef
cattle exports during the past decade.

An implicit goal of meat price policies was to make use of
resources that had limited alternative uses. One of these
resources was the rural labor force, and a key goal was maxi-
mizing rural employment possibilities. Livestock production,
especially pig production, can create a strong demand for la-
bor on small-scale farms without disturbing the dominant po-
sition in agriculture of the large-scale farms. This provided
a useful mechanism for maintaining a high level of rural em-
ployment. Livestock production also made use of another key
resource the substantial grain surplus Hungary achieved du-
ring the past two decades. Utilizing this excess grain as the
fodder basis for expanding livestock production was another
major goal of these price policies. This, however, is not the
only possible use of the grain surplus. Understanding the trade-
offs between grain and meat production, and the use of this
grain surplus, is fundamental to understanding Hungary’s trade
policy.

B. Trade Policies for Meat and Livestock

Hungary’s geographical conditions provide relatively good con-
ditions for grain production, especially for wheat and corn,
and 62-63 percent of the arable land is devoted to grain pro-
duction. In 1983, Hungary produced 13.5 million tons of grain--
5.96 million tons of wheat and 6.22 million tons of corn. 13

According to the "scientific norms" established by the Council
for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) for its member countries,
which establish a self-sufficiency goal of one ton of grain per
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person per year, fed to animals or consumed directly, Hungary
needs only 10 million tons of grain to be self-sufficient in
its basic food supply. Any remaining surplus, which was 3.5
million tons in 1983 and 5 million tons in 1984, thus can
either be exported directly as grain or fed to animals to
produce meat exports.

The Grain versus Meat Controversy

The issue of whether to export grain versus meat emerged in
the discussions on the formation of the 6th 5-year Plan cover-
ing the period 1981-1985. There were three options: (I) to
export the surplus grain (especially under long-term agreements
with other CMEA countries, in exchange for industrial raw ma-
terials, machinery, chemicals, and equipment) (2) to use
most of the surplus grain crop for animal production, expand-
ing Hungary’s capacity to produce animals that use grain effi-
ciently, such as pigs and poultry, and to export the meat sup-
plies that exceed domestic demand; (3) to expand both live-
stock production and food processing capacities, and export
less raw meat and livestock and more processed and preserved
meat products, e.g. salami and sausage. 14

With each step, from selling grain directly, to selling ani-
mals fed on grain and finally to selling processed meat, the
value added to the product before it leaves Hungary increases.
So does the amount of foreign exchange that can be earned from
exports. However, investment costs also increase with each
step and in the early 1980’s investment funds were extremely
limited. The state was particularly reluctant at that time to
invest heavily in expanding meat processing capacity. Doing
so would not only have required significant imports of pro-
cessing technology but perhaps would also have required a de-
centralization of the meat industry to make it possible to pro-
duce many different types of meat products. As a result of the
lack of investment in food processing, the third option is no
more feasible today than it was in the early 1980’s, even
though expansion of meat processing capabilities remains a
long-range goal.

It is clear that Hungary chose the second option for the 6th
5-year Plan. 15 State farms and cooperatives enlarged their ani-
mal production capacities, encouraged by state subsidies for
building barns, acquiring breeding stock, and by favorable pro-
ducer prices guaranteed by the state. By 1983, livestock pro-
duction had increased 30 percent over its 1975 level, in con-
trast with a I0 percent increase in crop production over that
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same period (although 1983 crop results were affected by a
drought). In 1983, of the slightly less than 3.5 million
tons of grain that were available for export, only 1.4 mil-
lion tons were exported directly, while 1.8 million tons
were fed to animals that were fattened for export. 16

There are good reasons for Hungary to export meat, rather
than grain or processed meat products, but the cost effec-
tiveness of this approach can be criticized.

It is more expensive to produce a dollar’s worth of meat
exports than it is to produce a dollar’s worth of grain ex-
ports. 17 For example, the cost of producing live pigs on large-
scale farms in 1983 was 78 percent of the export value,
while the on-farm cost of producing corn was only 37 percent
of the export value. 18 Thus, looking solely at production
costs on large-scale farms growing corn is a more cost-effec-
tive way of earning foreign exchange than raising pigs.

Furthermore, although Hungary earns 700-800 million dollars
per year from meat and livestock exports, it has to spend
200-220 million dollars on imported high-protein feed, espe-
cially soybean meal, for the production of livestock. It seems
unlikely that Hungary can decrease this feed protein import
cost by much. Some analysts argue they could use existing
grain stocks more effectively and curtail protein imports by
increasing beef cattle and sheep, rather than pigs and poultry
that require more high-protein feed concentrates. But this al-
ternative has limited potential, because Hungary is not en-
dowed with sufficiently good pasture land for low-cost ex-
pansion of the production of ruminants, and the cost of im-
proving its pasture would be high. 19 The possibility of in-
vesting in improved astures continues to be favorably mentioned
by official sources.

Despite the apparently high costs of producing livestock and
meat for export, exporting the grain directly rather than feed-
ing it to animals is not necessarily a better alternative. If
Hungary had directly exported the 1.8 million tons of grain
that it instead fed to animals for export in 1983, Hungary
would have realizd less than 300 million dollars in foreign
exchange. This is in contrast to the 900 million dollars it
actually earned from livestock and meat exports in that year.
Thus considering only the foreign exchange value and ignoring
costs of production, Hungary is better off using its surplus
grain to feed animals rather than exporting it directly. If
production costs are considered, the situation becomes less
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clear. On the one hand, labor and capital costs are rela-
tively high in livestock production; including these costs
makes grain exports look more favorable. 21 On the other hand,
land costs are higher in grain production, so including land
costs again tips the scale towards livestock and meat exports.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to get a meaningful measure
of land costs in Hungary based on its alternative use-value,
since there is no market for farmland. But clearly, ignoring
the cost of such an important factor of production biases
the cost comparison of crops and livestock in favor of crops.
Some idea of this can be seen from Table 6. When calculated
on a per-hectare basis, the net foreign exchange earnings of
corn and wheat are considerably lower than the net foreign
exchange earnings of most animal products.

Hungary’s geographic situation and its available transporta-
tion and torage capacity impose other constraints on expand-
ing grain exports. Because Hungary is landlocked, it is at a
competitive disadvantage with exporters that can ship by sea.
This is the main reason why Hungary exports most of its grain
to its immediate neighbors, particularly the Soviet Union.
Any significant increase in grain exports would require sub-
stantial investments in new storage facilities and railcars.
These investments may eventually be made, as within the past
two years Hungary has succeeded in securing World Bank finan-
cing for a fairly large-scale storage program, but until then
exporting surplus grain is not as economically feasible as is
exporting meat and livestock.

The Importance of the Soviet Market to Hun@ary’s Livestock
Economy

A major factor in Hungary’s decision to export meat and live-
stock rather than grain has been the Soviet market. The sheer
size and geographical proximity of the Soviet Union, with its
chronic short-falls in meat production, provides Hungary with
a natural market. Since 1980, more than half of Hungary’s meat
and livestock exports went to other socialist countries, and
most of that was to the Soviet Union (see Table 7). In 1983,
of Hungary’s total exports of all types of meat and livestock,
including not only beef and pork but also poultry, rabbits,
etc., the Soviet Union took 44 percent.

For some key products, the Soviet Union is by far the most
important market. The Soviet Union in 1983 took 88 percent of
the slaughter pigs and 93 percent of the beef exported from
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Table 6:

Net Foreign. E.x.change Earnings of Competing
Branches of Animal Husbandry, and of Corn
and Wheat in dollars/hectare)

1 980 1 981

Slaughter cattle
for meat sales 477.5 522.6

Live lamb 1,037.8 1,050.8

Skinned half pig 928.4 I ,010.4

Broiler-size chicken I 187.6 I ,303.7

Corn 688.5 774.9

Wheat 861.0 745.9

Source: Gyrgy Rask6, Pl Szajk6, "Competitiveness of the
Beefer Branch", Agricultural Research Institute
Bulletin No. 52, Budapest, 1983, p. 108.
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Table 7

Hungary’s Meat Exports to Socialist Countries
(in million Forints)

1976 1977 1980 1981 1982 1983

Total exports
of meat and
live an/reals 19,215.1 27,129.3 31,890.5 37,520.0 39,995.5 42,468.2

Exports to
the Socialist
Countries
including

Soviet Union) 6,457.9 11,458.1 13,582.4 19,713.9 22,523.2 22,900.5

Exports to
the Soviet
Union 4,426.4 8,076.4 11,040.7 16,438.8 19,590.1 18,649.8

Source: Kttlkereskedelmi Statisztikai Evknyv, K6zponti Statisztikai
vknyv, udapest,’ arious issues.
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Hungary, and for raw pork and slaughter cattle the Soviet
share was substantially larger than its 44 percent share of
Hungary’s total meat and livestock exports (Table 8).

These meat and livestock exports to the Soviet Union have
increased rapidly, especially since 1974. One of the reasons
is that in 1974 the EEC restricted imports of live animals
from non-member countries, shutting Hungary out of some lu-
crative dollar export markets for live cattle and pigs. Thus
in order to maintain its export market for these products,
it began re-directing them to the Soviet Union. Hungary has
now become the largest single supplier of meat and livestock
to the Soviet Union. In 1982, Hungary sold more than three
times as much of these products to the Soviet Union as did
its next largest competitor, Romania. 22

The Soviet Union became a particularly valuable alternative
market for Hungarian meat and livestock exports in 1976, be-
cause in that year a ten-year agreement went into effect al-
lowing Hungary to export these products for dollars rather
than rubles. Before 1976 there were some meat and livestock ex-
ports for dollars, but this trade expanded considerably after 1976,
because the ten-year agreement set up a framework for hard-
currency exchanges of Hungarian meat and livestock (as well as
grain) for Soviet oil and gas. 23 The effect of this shift on
Hungary’s dollar earnings can be seen in Table 8, which shows
the share of Hungary’s export accounts settled in dollars for
four individual meat and livestock products.

This increase in hard-currency exports was especially marked
for pork and for slaughter pigs, which Hungary now exports al-
most exclusively to the Soviet Union. By 1983, 93 percent of
Hungary’s meat and livestock exports to the Soviet Union were

24for dollars rather than rubles. Undoubtedly, Hungary s ability
to sell meat to the Soviet Union for dollars has helped policy
makers rationalize the decision to emphasize meat production.
Although they could also have sold grain to the Soviet Union
for dollars, increasing grain exports would not have met do-
mestic policy goals, such as maintaining rural employment,
and would not have earned as much foreign exchange.

Hungary also benefits from selling to the Soviet Union because
the Soviets place fewer quality demands on Hungarian producers
and exporters than do Western countries. Hungary fattens
pigs to a heavier weight than Western importers prefer Hun-
garian slaughter weight is 110-125 kilograms, as compared with
80-90 kilograms in Western Europe. The major factors accounting
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Table 8: Hungary’s Exports of Meat and Live Animals,
Exports to the Soviet Union, and the Share of
Accounts Settled. in Hard Curre.ncy

Slauhter Cattl_e
Total Exports (t)
Exporto S.U. (t)
Share of Accounts

()

Slaughter Pigs
Total Exports (t)
Exports to S.U. (t)
Share of Accounts

()

Beef
TOtal Exports (t)
Exports to S.U. (t)
Share of Accounts

(%)

Pork
-To Exs (t)
Exports to S.U. (t)
Share of Accounts

(%)

1976 1977 1980 1981 1982 1983

88,977 90,417 64,557 73,735 93,119 99,830
56,807 53,158 28,748 34,886 56,880 53,020

100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %

3,230 38,484 56,088 59,669 69,026 62,650
O 16,567 49,503 56,036 67,192 54,906

59 % 83.1 % 100 % 95.7 % 100 %

36,492 38,822 48,770 48,729 50,237 45,323
21,511 22,876 26,965 35,892 42,754 42,116

91.9 % 94.9 % 96.5 % 96.1 % 95.6 %

16,068 72,856 91,785 83,072 118,124 130,010
1,827 37,760 58,096 46,998 82,142 67,210

65.6 % 74.5 % 90.7 % 91.2 % 94.6 %

Sources:-Total Exports, and Exports to Soviet Union frcm: K’d!.kereskedelmi
Sta.tigztikai Evk6nyv, various years.

-1980-82 Share of Accounts in from: "Preliminary Calculations
of the NPC, EPC, and DRC Index of the Main Animal Products",
Agricultural Research Institute, Budapest, May, 1984, Table 2,
p. 13.

-1976 Share of Accounts in Z from: Dek, I., S. Hozadi, and
J. Nemeth, "Meat Production and Consumption in Hungary", Acta
.Oec0ncmi.c9. Vol. 25, 1980, p. 391.
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for this high slaughter weight are the breeds raised, the
production methods used on the small farms producing much
of the pork in Hungary, and the state price policies that
do not discount enough for lower quality. The Soviet Union
is, however, willing to buy heavier pigs, not only because
they use large quantities of fat in making borscht, but
also because their butchering and processing techniques do
not include trimming out the fat. Hungarian specialists re-
port that a prevalent Soviet practice is simply to chop from
one end of the pig to the other, without selecting the
choice parts from the carcass. Before Hungary could sell its
fatty pigs and raw pork in western markets, it would have to
butcher much more carefully, and discard much of the fat. 25

A by-product of Hungary’s success in increasing milk produc-
tion has been a substantial increase in Holstein-Friesian
cull calves that have poor meat quality. The Soviet Union is
also willing to buy this lower-quality beef and live cattle that
Hungary has trouble selling in western markets. Here too, the
Soviet market provides an export outlet for sales of this
lower quality meat.

Long-Run Pro spects

The long-run prospects for Hungary’s meat and livestock exports
to the Soviet Union, however, may not be as favorable as they
have been in most recent years. The Soviets have recently be-
gun setting stiffer quality requirements for horticultural pro-
ducts, especially apples, and it is likely that they will do
the same for meat. It is questionable how fast Hungary’s food
processors can adapt to trimming for leaner meat and how fast
the livestock production structure can change to produce higher
quality animals.

The most serious problem, though, is Hungary’s future prospect
for earning dollars from the Soviet Union. The ten-year agree-
ment that began in 1976 expires this year, and it is already
clear that the next agreement will provide less favorable terms
of trade for Hungarian meat and livestock exports. In part,
this is because the outcome of the last agreement was more
favorable to Hungary than was originally anticipated. When the
agreement was signed, both parties thought that the barter ex-
change of "hard products", i.e. meat and grain for oil and gas,
would roughly balance and that there would be few sales for
cash. But it has turned out that about 60 percent of Hungary’s
meat and livestock sales to the Soviet Union for convertible
currency have in fact been for cash. Only 40 percent of Hunga-
ry’s meat and livestock sales to the Soviet Union were balanced
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by reciprocal sales of oil and gas. In the future, the So-
viets will try to minimize these cash sales.

In the next five years, Hungarians are aiming to sell one
million tons of meat to the Soviet Union. Four methods of
sale are presently being negotiated. These are (I) sales
for transferable rubles (the common intra-CMEA method of
payment), (2) sales tied to Hungarian investments in new
Soviet natural gas facilities, (3) continuation of barter
trade (on a dollar basis), that is, the so-called convert-
ible-currency barter trade of meat and grain for oil and gas,
and finally (4) sales for dollars in cash. The negotiations,
expected to be resolved by September, 1985, will establish
agreement around some combination of these four methods of
sale.

Presently, the Soviet Union is trying to increase the barter
component of its convertible-currency meat and livestock trade
with Hungary. That is, the Soviets would like to pay for 80
percent rather than 40 percent of the meat they buy from Hun-
gary with oil and gas. But under these terms, in order to
maintain its meat export goal of 200,000 tons a year to the
Soviet Union, Hungary will have to accept more oil and gas
than it can. use domestically. The excess will have to be re-
sold on the spot market. Some economists estimate that Hun-
gary will lose 13-20 percent of the value of the oil, if they
have to resell it on the spot market26 Under these terms, the
Soviet Union will no longer be such a lucrative hard-currency
market for meat and livestock exports. A radical worsening
of the terms of trade for these exports would force Hungarian
policy makers to re-evaluate their decision to emphasize meat
and livestock production and export.

Finally, there is a risk that the Soviet Union will finally
achieve its goal of domestic self-sufficiency in food supply,
and stop importing meat. Hungarians tend to discount this
possibility, but many American economists perceive it as a
real possibility. But regardless of whether the Soviet Union
becomes self sufficient in food, in relying so heavily on the
Soviet market for its meat exports, Hungary has become in-
creasingly vulnerable to the possibility that the Soviet Union
will unilaterally decide to cut its imports. There seems to be
little recognition of this risk in Hungary. Those involved in
the meat trade, especially, continue to view the Soviet Union
as the single most important market in the foreseeable future.
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